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Abstract— By the Introduction of the cloud, the owners of the 

data are tends to manage their complex data from local area 

to business public cloud because they need more flexible and 

good savings. To protect the privacy of their data one started 

to use the encryption techniques for the security purposes, 

this data will be used for the management. To overcome the 

traditional usage of data this is based on the plain–text key 

word search. Our technique solves the confidentiality 

problems of multiple keys which are in cloud for that we use 

a rigid confidentiality requirement for secured cloud system 

for real utilization. “Co-ordinate Matching” is the principle 

used it matches the similarities between searched query and 

data docs as many as possible, next technique is “Product 

inner similarities” to formalize quantitatively for measuring 

the similarities. The basic MRSE scheme by using product 

inner matching securely then we improve different 

requirements of privacy in 2 Levels. The first is analysing and 

next efficiency we get throughout the process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Confidentiality Maintenance System is an online application 

that enables the organization or people to get or send a file to 

& from a specific people with exact Rank. To protect the 

privacy of the data, this confidential data should be secured 

by means of Encryption before making to transfer the 

management, to overcome the traditional usage of data which 

is based on plain-text key-word search. So, encrypting the 

searching of cloud data is more important. By taking into 

account of more no of users of data and docs in cloud, the 

search services should allow multi keyword query and it 

should provide output on which we search based on 

encryption. There is a rare difference in the results of search 

on the account of works on encryption. This paper, we will 

solve the preserving privacy problems of multi key-word 

search by cloud data, we establish a rigid privacy requirement 

for the secured cloud system for real utilization. “Co-ordinate 

matching” is the principle used it matches the similarities b/w 

searched query and data docs as many as possible, next we 

use “product inner similarities” to formalize quantitatively for 

measuring the similarities. 

The above Scheme has fallowing parts 

1) Owner 

2) Client 

3) Multi-key-word Rank 

4) Encryption 

A. Owner 

The owner will first Register to the tool where he gives all the 

details and Login to the tool, he can upload the file by giving 

index to the specific documents, the Index is based on the 

Rank, each keyword will be having a specific rank based on 

the rank one can easily identify the specific document, it’s 

also his job to give or accept the specific key request and send 

the decryption key to the authorized user or Client. 

B. Client 

The client is the one who is searching for the specific file the 

role of the client is to get the appropriate documents which he 

was searching and he want to access them, but to access the 

documents one should be authorized and they have to register 

with the tool later they can search the documents through 

multiple key word based on the ranking, once the client get 

the appropriate file they should send a key request to the 

Admin, If they are authorized by the Admin/Owner they will 

get a key through some medium and they can decrypt the 

documents. 

C. Multi-Keyword 

One can easily search the documents through the multiple 

keys based on the rank, one can enter the multiple words, the 

queries will be split which is done by the server into a Single 

word after search if it is available in database, It will display 

the documents which is matched with the specific keys and 

ranked data in the encrypted documents which is in files. 

D. Encryption 

We will encrypt the documents by the Owner which will help 

to protect the Confidentiality from the unauthorized users by 

using RSA algorithm and the index will also encrypted which 

will be further stored in the cloud finally. 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

A. System Model 

There are three different entities by considering the cloud 

services, they are first, Data owner second, Data user and last 

is the cloud server. There are different type of collections of 

data is available with owner which should be outsourced into 

the cloud. Before doing it so we need to encrypt the files for 

the security purposes and construct the index which is helpful 

in searching. The data user requires can use the documents or 

files when he/she is authorized, first the data user need to send 

a request to the owner for the authorization when the owner 

give permission to the user he can send a request for the file 

to view, the cloud server will search for the specific file, to 

get the exact file we will construct a ranked system so that 

each will be given a rank. 

B. Threat Model 

The above cloud server has two ways threats by which the 

others can attack the data. 

1) Known Cipher 

In this type the server knows only the searching index and 

encrypted dataset which need to be outsourced. 

2) Known Background 

This is stronger model, the information which is combined 

with the document/ keyword to search and identify will be 

used to attack. 
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C. Aim of the Design 

The design should be able to outsource the data without being 

attacked as well as it should be multi keyword ranked, the 

design should achieve the security as well as performance. 

1) Ranked Search 

The design should allow multi ranked search and it should 

provide correct searching result. 

2) Privacy 

The cloud should be unable to known about the data and 

index. 

3) Performance 

Above designs goals should be achieved with minimum 

computation overhead. 

III. SOLUTIONS 

A. Privacy Preserving with Efficient Ranked Search 

To achieve the multi keyword ranked system we use inner 

product similarities, and for the check the similarities 

between the searched item we use the co- ordinate matching. 

For the ranking purpose the cloud will be given the authority 

to check the similarities between the different files in query. 

To maintain the privacy the vector of data, query and inner 

product will not be shown in cloud server. In the paper we 

will discuss the basic step of multi keyword ranked search 

framework. 

1) MRSE 1 

In this method we preserve the extended dimension in every 

query by assigning a random number without removing it, 

this one will increase the difficulty for the cloud server to 

understand about the index. 

2) Functionality & Efficiency 

The inner product scheme of MRSE is pretty outstanding. 

In Build Index or in Trap Door requires two multiplication 

i.e. n+2 * n+2 along with n+2 dimensions, By using this 

multiplication we can calculate the final similarities of n+2 

dimensions. 

3) Privacy 

The purposes we sue for traditional is symmetric 

encryption. The index of the cloud files is properly 

secured. It is protected when the secret key is confidential; 

this method is more functional in cipher text model. We 

introduced the random no which will split the basic 

scheme into two trap doors uniquely. 

IV. BACK GROUND MODEL 

When the server will have some knowledge about the 

background information from the dataset which is 

outsourced, then the privacy of the some keywords are not 

guaranteed anymore from the MRSE scheme 1, which is 

possible in background model, server can analyses the index 

and able to get the some information. 

 To reduce the attack of background model scheme 

we will upgrade the existing scheme in background model. 

V. ADVANCED MRSE 

There are some privacy leakages in the background model 

which are caused due to the fixed value of the random 

variable. We use the non-functional keywords to decrease the 

fixed variables, before we are using single non-functional 

keyword in query data. The advanced MRSE scheme includes 

adding non-functional keywords in every data vector. We will 

extend the n+2 dimensions into (n+u+1) here u is non- 

functional keywords. Advanced MRSE scheme is more 

protected than previous from the analysis attack and offers 

the guarantee against the cipher text model. 

A. Performance 

Here we will discuss about the experimental calculations of 

the technique in real world. The system can be built in java as 

programming language and windows as operating system. In 

this section we will discuss both the MRSE schemes and the 

differences. 

B. Privacy & Precision 

As we inserted some non-functional keywords to the every 

data vector, in these keywords some are selected in every 

query. This causes the inaccuracy of the similarity score of 

files in the server. The reason behind inaccuracy is caused due 

to the decrease in the similarity score of original or increase 

of the similarity score in other. To calculate the precision we 

use Pk=k’/k here k’ is real top k files which are returned by 

the cloud. Some of the privacy is still attackable so if we can’t 

able to give privacy so we will hide the rank order, which are 

retrieved from the cloud. 

 
Fig. 1: (A) Of Retrieved Files   (B) Of Retrieved Files 

 Here the red line shows the advanced MRSE 

Scheme and the purple line shows the MRSE scheme 1. From 

these two fig, there is small lead in higher precision in 

searching and less rank privacy, and high rank privacy and 

less precision, this proves that our scheme can provide 

different parameters for different users. 

C. Efficiency 

To construct the sub index for every document in the database 

we need to map the keywords, so that we can extract the 

document to data vector, which is in term followed by 

encrypting data vector. The amount of time taken for 

mapping is directly depends on the data vector, which is 

calculated by size of the library. The total time cost of 

constructing the index is equal to the no of files in the 

database. 

 
Fig. 2(A): Of Documents In Dataset 2.(B)# Of Keywords 
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From the above fig we can say that the whole index 

is linear to the size of the database. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This fully satisfied the user or end user needs and all the test 

cases are done and no remarks are found while performing 

the test cases. It can be easily upgraded to higher versions 

without disturbing the entire scheme, only few modifications 

should do to upgrade. The technique took more time to 

establish because of algorithms used, sometimes the data is 

not flow properly it’s depend on the Network capabilities. 

The Technique can run on any desktop which supports the 

following hardware and software requirements, one should 

know before only whether the desktop is self-stable. The 

paper is developed in java so one can run on any platform as 

well as we used Navicat lite as a database so it is easy to 

retrieve the data. Confidentiality Maintenance is a latest 

technique which is developed by using the latest technologies 

of java, this can be used in any platform for the searching the 

documents as fast as we can and protect them from others by 

encrypting. Our Technique provides the Complete support for 

both the owner and user for the Safe transaction of 

confidential data or documents without any difficult. 

VII. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

The Scheme is self-stable presently no need to upgrade but if 

the users need more access for the files the Scheme should 

undergo certain modifications like presently the scheme can 

only accept the text file so if user need to send the other 

documents it won’t encrypt the next upgrade is accepting 

multi type documents. The owner can send only one file at a 

time but the future enhancement is multi document upload at 

a same time, downloading option is not given in the 

Technique only the user can view the file, in future the user 

can download the file. The Future enhancement can be done 

in any OS because the Technique is done in java the owner is 

having zero problems with the update. 
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